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Project Conception

Around the time that I began thinking about what I might like to do for a CS 195 project my 

girlfriend came to me with the idea that we spend some time backpacking in Europe after my 

graduation and before I begin a career. Since my mind was on backpacking in Europe and there 

are obvious geographic implications of planning and executing such a trip it is obvious that I 

would begin to generate ideas for a CS 195 project based on this planning. Initially I went to 

ArcGIS to build a geoitinerary to help us plan, internally, our trip, and to communicate our 

itinerary to friends and family. From this desire to communicate the trip itinerary grew ideas 

about communicating from Europe, not only our position (past, present and future) but also our 

activities. The concept of a social networking mashup seemed interesting and practical, since 

these are online resources that we both already use.

Research

I vaguely was aware of geotagged photography so I went online to see what sort of resources exist 

for geotagging photographs after they are taken (post-processing) and geotagging them live in 

the field. I quickly found that the larger photosharing website offer built in geotagging webapps. 

I liked Flickr’s layout and I already had an account with them so I uploaded a few images and 

geotagged them near the location they were taken at.

At this point I stepped back from the photography idea for a moment and looked at my project 

from the 100,000 foot perspective. What are my goals? We will be in Europe for two months. 

We will want to communicate with our friends and family, but how specifically will we 

communicate? Well, it will be electronically, probably things like email, chat, video chat, 

blogging, photography, Facebook. So which of these technologies can be made spatially aware? I 

went out to research each of these topics online and their viability as components in a map 

mashup.

I was instantly pleased and impressed by the very simple existing geospatial technologies 

available to travelers and social networkers. I quickly learned about geoXML (also called 

geoFeed, geoRSS...). This technology was an obvious choice for my goal and, in fact, Google 

Code Playground has a sample pulling images from Flickr! So I began looking at what other 

social networking type websites are have this geoXML capability. I found Blogger posts can be 

geospatially located in much the same way images can be. Now, rather than creating an email list 
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and emailing out to friends and family, we could create a blog and encourage everyone to visit the 

blog, or “follow us” to receive blog posts in email form. 

This was all great, but what really interested me was Facebook status updates. Facebook is such a 

part of our lives now days, everyone’s on there, following each other, using this resource anyway. 

There must be some sort of geoXML or other geospatially aware technology available on 

Facebook. Well, it turns out that Facebook does not have any built in geospatial technologies. 

There is a hidden RSS feed that one could connect to and, I’m sure, insert geocode into, to 

create a geoXML file but I have not taken the time to research how to do this (yet, I may try to 

before we leave). 

In my researching of Facebook geocoding I did find out some useful information about online 

resources like FireEagle and Google Latitude which allow you to simple update your current 

location whenever you want (this can be automated through IP lookup services and GPS 

locators). These technologies interested me at first, as a way to potentially either geocode 

photos, or, geocode Facebook status updates. Both of these are for another day, but I did, at 

least, find that there is a geoXML feed for FireEagle which is very easy to update with current 

locations.

Creation

By this time I had a better idea of what types of technologies I would be working with, where to 

find them, and what some of the limitations were. I recognized that nothing I was talking about 

doing really required any sort of ArcGIS server or proprietary software. I should be able to do the 

basics of what I wanted through the code provided on Google Code Playground. So I began 

digging through Google Code Playground. I found a sample of overlaying GeoXML data on a 

map. This became my starting point. Within minutes I had a website with a google map and 

GeoXML feeds from Flickr, Blogger and FireEagle.

The next couple of steps were just things that I wanted to try to see if I could build. I wanted a 

button on the page that would zoom to our current location in Europe. This probably would have 

been possible using something like FireEagle and keeping our status up to date but at the time I 

didn’t think about this and went the if...else root. I knew our itinerary and learned the basics of 

building an if... else clause with more if statements embedded inside each other. I was able to 

build  a framework that got the current time in UTC and check it against some parameters to 
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determine our current lat/long. Then I created a function that gets called when the user clicks a 

button and zooms to the lat/long that the if...else statements set. After a little bit of playing 

around I got a javascript alert() to popup on the final else statement saying that we were not 

currently in Europe. Very cool. From there I already had the lat/long of each city we were 

visiting so I built some buttons to easily zoom to each city, if the user wishes to quickly jump to a 

specific location.

At this point I liked where the project was heading but I had one problem. All my 

geoXML feeds simply displayed with a default blue google marker. What I really wanted 

was a Blogger icon for blog posts, a Facebook icon for Facebook posts (if this 

functionality exists) and actual photo thumbnails for Flickr posts. I spent a lot of time 

working on this. I quickly became frustrated because google does not have any way to 

specify an icon to use on the function .addoverlay(). In Google Code Playground examples the 

markers are all hard coded in with random lat/long coordinates and, created in this way, a custom 

icon can be specified. Forum posts online regarding this issue basically give this solution, parse 

the XML file and get lat/long and whatever information you want in the infowindow. Then create 

a point at each lat/long from your parse, with a custom icon, and information for the infowindow. 

I did not want to go this route for this project, I may attempt to get this working at a later date if I 

have time.

My main desire, however, was to have photo thumbnails on the Flickr pictures that I had on my 

website. I visited sites that display Flickr photos as thumbnails on the map and I found that they 

use a kml feed that Flickr. So, just by changing the URL that my GGeoXML() function calls I was 

able to see Flickr photos on the site. I was, additionally able to change the default icon for all 

markers on the map, however this unfortunately overrode all the Flickr image thumbnails which I 

didn’t want. So the best I could do, without parsing XML, was to use the default google icon on 

blog posts and fire eagle updates, and Flickr thumbnails on photos.

Conclusion

This project represented a large time investment for me. I did work on a few additional items 

which I did not delineate in this report such as the map itinerary, and some other graphical and 

css touches. I would say that I probably spent about 40 hours of work on this project. I was 

willing to invest slightly more time into this project than I would have because it really peaked my 

interest and became a challenge to get a lot of these things working. The majority of my time was 
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spent attempting to edit the behavior and display of markers and infowindows within the Google 

API but I found this to be very frustrating. There is not much you can change using the 

GGeoXML() and addoverlay() functions. In order to get at a lot of this functionality you need to 

individually place markers on the map which adds another level of complexity to the process of 

overlaying geoXML feeds.

I believe I deserve an A on this project. I spent a good deal of time getting things to work, I am 

happy with the output I created and I learned a great deal about Javascript and Google Maps API. 

I do a fair amount of web development in my free time and was very familiar with HTML and CSS 

in addition to the Adobe Creative Suite. I was able to showcase these skills while expanding them 

into the geospatial arena specifically with Google Maps. I believe this exposure to the Google 

Maps API will be useful in the future as I continue my hobby and sub-career in website creation. 

When schoolwork peaks my interest I can get very obsessed with the project. I already knew this 

about myself but I was surprised at how much I enjoyed building this website, especially some of 

the auxiliary graphical and css work that I completed. I look forward to working on a lot of 

aspects of this project, especially Facebook integration, XML parsing, custom icons and some 

infowindow work.
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